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PestezeTM Solar Bird Repeller  

The new safe & humane way to repel unwanted birds 

  

 

 

Features 
 

 Repels birds safely & humanely 

 Works by emitting ultrasonic sound waves that 
annoy and repel birds 

 Ultrasonic sound waves are inaudible to humans  

 Powered by free, clean solar energy 

 Batteries recharge even when sunlight is low 

 Eliminates need for noxious poisons, dangerous 
chemicals & messy traps 

 Environmentally friendly, safe, non-toxic, clean 

 Works unattended 24/7/365 

 Waterproof & UV resistant 

 

Pesteze™ Evicts Unwanted Birds Without Chemicals, Traps or Other Noxious Materials!  

Unwanted birds can cause a constant annoyance and mess. They can even be hazardous in some areas like 

airports. Many people choose to combat unwanted birds with noxious spray repellents and traps which can 

be hazardous to your health and just plain messy. The Pesteze™ Solar Bird Repeller was specially designed 

to solve both problems. Simply set the unit in the area you want to keep birds out and the clean sonic 

vibrations will silently repel the unwanted birds effectively without leaving a nasty smell or mess. It’s that 

easy, humane and safe to use!  

 

How Does the PestezeTM Solar Bird Repeller Work? 

PestezeTM works by emitting penetrating ultrasonic sound waves (6-25 KHz) that effectively repel birds 

because they find them very annoying. However, the vibrations are silent to humans and won't bother non-

rodent pets such as dogs, cats and birds. This innovative product has proven to be a very effective 

"unwelcome mat" for unwanted birds!   
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As an added benefit, this bird repeller is powered by free, clean solar energy and the solar panel recharges 

the battery even when sunlight is low. It works unattended 24/7/365 and is waterproof and UV resistant. 

Applications 

The PestezeTM Solar Bird Repeller drives away a wide variety of unwanted birds without the use of harmful 

and poisonous chemicals. It is ideal for protecting businesses, homes, gardens, yards, roofs, airports and 

other areas from unwanted birds and mess. It is also very easy to use. Just place the waterproof unit in the 

area you want to repel birds and it will work 24/7/365 so you will never have to be concerned about 

unwanted birds and their mess ever again. You won’t even have to worry about power because it utilizes 

clean, free solar energy! 

Safe, Humane, Chemical Free & Environmentally Friendly Solution 

PestezeTM Solar Bird Repeller is one of the best humane and environmentally friendly solutions you will find 

to safely control unwanted birds in just about any area. This effective product does not use any toxic 

chemicals and simply works by repelling birds with penetrating ultrasonic sound waves that completely 

eliminates the need for harmful chemicals, poisons, traps or noxious materials conventionally used for bird 

control. This product utilizes clean solar energy and will repel unwanted birds with no negative impact on the 

environment or your health. 

Specifications 

This compact, durable, energy efficient bird repeller is powered by free solar energy so there are no messy 

wires or cost to use the unit. It is light weight and very effective at repelling a wide variety of unwanted 

birds. Due to minor changes in design or other improvements, the product you buy may sometimes differ 

slightly from the product described herein.  

Model # Size Weight # Units/Carton        Carton Size 

GX-04 inches   inches 

 

Order Risk Free 

When you purchase the PestezeTM Solar Bird Repeller, you do so at absolutely no risk. It comes with a 100% 

satisfaction guaranteed warranty. If it fails to perform according to its specifications or is defective, it will be 

replaced immediately.  

IMTEK Environmental Corporation 

IMTEK Environmental Corporation, headquartered in Atlanta, GA, is a trusted global provider of over 300 

innovative environmental and safety services and products. Our company is a pioneer and market leader in 

developing Innovations for a Safer, Better & Healthier Life SM. such as the PestezeTM Solar Bird Repeller, 

PestezeTM Solar Rodent Repeller, Touch Free Soap Dispenser, PurAyre TM Air Purifier and SteriBrush TM 

Toothbrush Sterilizers. For further information, please contact IMTEK, PO BOX 2066, Alpharetta, GA 30023; 

Telephone (770) 667-8621; Fax (770) 667-8683; E-mail service@govations.com; Web:  

www.govations.com.  
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